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                                                                                                                                                                                      Koh Samui, March 2023

Dear friends and supporters of the Dog and Cat Rescue Foundation Samui!

First things first, a big thank you to all of you!

  Without you it would Dog & Cat Rescue Samui Foundation don't exist and we couldn't handle

the many hundreds of dogs & cats daily provide them with food and medicine,

not to mention them many castrations & operations, that we do every day!

______________________________________________________________________________

Unfortunately, we continue to hear on the streets, on the beach,

 and even at the temples of poisoning, abuse and accidents.

But we also see that animal misery has greatly decreased in recent years!

This is also our merit and our commitment on the island with your help:

Unfortunately, our shelter is still one of the few safe places on Samui for the poor (former) strays.

________________________________________________________________________________

We are very pleased that more and more visitors and supporters have found their way to us lately.

It is always an experience for our dogs and cats when guests come to us with treats and/or cuddles

 

 



 

Thank you all again for making it possible for us to save so many fur noses from certain death!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is great for our dogs and cats that many visitors from the island, but also from all over the world, find their way back to us.

Tourists, guests, long-time supporters and many friends

are now coming almost every day to give our 4-legged friends pets and cuddles.

We are very happy about donations in kind, such as food and collars as well as tools, building materials etc. and

financial support so that we can pay for medicine, wages, food etc.!

We are also very happy about (old) towels. So if you should still have a few kg free on your trip to Samui,

 please fill your suitcases with it!!!

 Visitors are welcome every day all the year!

We are there 7 days a week and look forward to everyone which finds its way to us in Chaweng and also in Ban Taling Ngam.

Here are some of our visitors since January 2023 in Ban Taling Ngam and Chaweng!

Thank you very much for the great donations:

 Souvenirs, towels, toys, medication, food, leashes, collars, money, etc.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately, there is no place here in the newsletter to mention

every visitor and donor by name, although I would like to.

 

So please follow me on Facebook or Instagram!

 More and more "bloggers, youtubers, twitchers, influencers" etc. are coming to us!

Here Toni and his wife going on a world tour and we were an important stop to visit!



Some more visitors, friends and supporters:

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________________

Thanks to Markus & Tanja (2nd from right and 3rd from right) from

our Swiss association for the great visit and support!



 

 

______________________________________________________________________



Thank you again to the Kimpton Kitalay Samui

The great team around GM Michael Janssen picks up a few dogs from us once or twice a month, to introduce them to their

guests in the specially designed "Dog Park"! Furthermore, our foundation banner

will be hung up and donations will be collected for us!

A great campaign that is well received by the guests and helps animal welfare!

 

In a short time, another unbelievable donation of 30,000 baht

has come together!!!

 

 

And another great story: Guests of the Kimpton fell in love with our

"Puck" and she traveled to Vienna to her new home with her

family !!!

______________________________________________________________________________

My special thanks goes to: Pamy & Bodo from Australia for the great monthly support!!!!!!

________________________________________________________________________________

Here is an insight into our many projects on the island, including feeding

and medical care of about 160 dogs at the old pier in Ban Kao!

Many thanks to the many volunteers and visitors, who do not hesitate to accompany us.

Everyone is welcome to get to know the many great dogs there

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



_____________________________________________________________________________

 

Here are just a few more impressions of our work:



Night catch action of 3 females for neutering at Chaweng Beach! Here our dedicated helpers Lad & Por.

 

 



______________________________________________________________________________

We are very happy that animal lovers are visiting some of our favorites again or have fallen in love with a furry friend out on

the beach and on the streets and give them a new home in Germany, Austria, Sweden, etc. have!

Many thanks also to everyone who let us know in advance, that they are happy to volunteer as flight sponsors, to give the

4-legged friends a new life in a new home!

 Please contact us at least 3 weeks before your return flight to the EU!!!

___________________________________________________________________

Furthermore, of course, our free vaccination campaigns at the office in Chaweng.

Here with Manager and President khun Wit.



________________________________________________________________________________

Unfortunately, in this newsletter I cannot avoid to show you photos of loved ones who often came to us way too late!

 

Unfortunately, bad cases of dogs and cats still come to us every day.

I want to spare you worse pictures. Dr. Sith and his team really tirelessly do a great job for the poor strays out there!

 

Every day he saves many furry friends from certain death!

                                                                

Many, many emergencies and medical supplies that

 Dr. Sith and his team must master!



 

 

___________________________________________________________________________

We help with food and medical supplies everywhere on the island!

 Luckily, we always have some volunteers who drive around the island to feed and look after their pets.

We will also continue to help on the mainland in the future,

because I think that our commitment to animal welfare does not have to end at Samui's borders!   

 

 



________________________________________________________________________________________

We continue to support almost 20 temples on the island with dog and cat food,

as well as neutering and medical treatments as well as vaccinations.

We would like to thank all the monks who work with us, and my special thanks also to our

President Khun Wit,

 who has taken over the leadership of the temple project.

More on that in the next newsletter

_______________________________________________________________________________________

I would like to show you hundreds of photos, but unfortunately there is not enough space in the newsletter for that, but still

a small selection. Please follow us on the social media channels to get the latest information

 



This is just a glimpse of our daily work for the poor souls on Samui's streets.

 For up-to-date information, please follow me on Facebook and Instagram at:

Marcus Samuidog Sauff and Dog and Cat Rescue Foundation Samui.

 There I post current articles about the Dog Rescue Center and the island of Koh Samui every day.

Unfortunately the exchange rate Euro to Thaibaht is still very bad for us.

Here, too, unfortunately, the costs for food, medicine, electricity and petrol are increasing almost every day!

Please remember, the poor dogs and kittens almost always only have us and wait the whole day for their food ration

and a few cuddles! A 20 kg feed bag costs around 20 euros!

Please continue to help us so that we can give the poor strays a life here.

 We are very happy aboutsponsorships for the dear souls in our shelter who couldn't find a place to survive on the street!

Thanks to everyone for your constant commitment to animal welfare!!!

 Without you we could never carry out these treatments and feedings

 and thus save the lives of many fur noses every day!

___________________________________________________________________



Your Marcus & team & furnoses

--------------------------------------------------

 

Donationaccounts:

Deutschland:

Name: Samuidog e.V

IBAN: DE 6166 0908 0000 0803 5105

Schweiz:

Schweizerische Tierhilfe DCRS Koh Samui

IBAN: CH67 8080 8006 5068 0245 1

Donation on Paypal: 

PAYPAL: DogRescueSamui@gmail.com

other collecting accounts in your country

you can find on our website:

www.Samuidog.org          



 

  


